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WHAT IS A STACK?

A Stack is multiple products bundled together so you can achieve 
a specific result. At LifeVantage, we customize our Stacks to give 
you your best results.

WHAT STACKS ARE AVAILABLE?

There are 2 core Stacks available: 

The Vitality Stack is comprised of individual bottles of Protandim® NRF1 
Synergizer®, Protandim® Nrf2 Synergizer®, ProBio, and LifeVantage 
Omega+. This Stack is available at $316.80/140PV (savings of $27.20 
compared to buying products individually).

Activated Essentials is comprised of individual bottles of Protandim® 
NRF1 Synergizer®, Protandim® Nrf2 Synergizer®, and ProBio. This stack 
is available at $254/105PV (savings of $26 compared to buying 
products individually).

HOW DO I KNOW WHAT STACK TO START WITH?

The Vitality Stack is your Starter Kit and this is the core stack that 
everyone should start on. The Vitality Stack contains Protandim® 
Nrf2 Synergizer® that helps reduce free radicals, and Protandim® Nrf1 
Synergizer® to enhance energy levels. And then ProBio to give your 
gut good bacteria, so all the nutrients you need get to the right place. 
Finally, LifeVantage Omega+ supports and maintains your heart 
health with the right omega fatty acids. 

WHAT DOES PROTANDIM NRF1 SYNERGIZER DO?

Protandim® NRF1 Synergizer® enhances and promotes energy level.

WHAT DOES PROTANDIM NRF2 SYNERGIZER DO?

Protandim® Nrf2 Synergizer® is a superantioxidant that reduces 
oxidative stress by 40% in 30 Days - meaning it reduces free radicals 
formed in the body that in turn can cause damage to your cells.

WHAT DOES PROBIO DO?

ProBio promotes, enhances, maintains, and supports healthy digestion 
by supporting the assimilation of nutrients with 6 Billion CFUs 
of healthy bacteria.

WHAT DOES LIFEVANTAGE OMEGA+ DO?

LifeVantage Omega+ supports and maintains heart health with a 
2-in-1 combination of Omega 3s, and Vitamin D in an impeccably 
sourced, high-end formula.

DO ALL THE STACKS HAVE FREE SHIPPING?

Yes, if you purchase Vitality Stack or Activated Essentials, you will 
receive free shipping. If you add additional products to your order 
when ordering Vitality Stack or Activated Essentials, your entire 
order will ship free.

ARE THERE OTHER NUTRIGENOMIC PRODUCTS 
AVAILABLE AT LIFEVANTAGE?

Yes, visit lifevantage.com/au-en/shop for more information and to read 
about, or purchase, all that LifeVantage has to offer in your market.

 Always read the label and use as directed. If symptoms persist see your healthcare professional.


